Events and processes, 2019

February

- 11 – 15 (Barcelona), UCLG Retreat and Campus
- 13 (Terrassa), European Congress on “Intersectionality in local policies: experiences, tools and debates”
- 15, Deadline for sending contributions to the OHCHR Report on “Local Governments and Human Rights”
- 22 (Donostia), Gipuzkoa’s Meeting of Human Rights Municipalities - Elkarbizi Network
- 28 (Geneva), UN IE Bohoslavsky presents Guiding Principles on “Economic Reform and Human Rights” at the Human Rights Council

March

- 4 (Geneva), UN SR Farha presents a Report on “Right to Housing and Access to Justice” at the Human Rights Council
- 5 (Geneva), UN SR Farha organizes a special session on “Right to Housing and Access to Justice”
- 5 (Barcelona), CIDOB Session on the Right to Housing
- 8 (Geneva), UCLG CISDP & partners’ special session of Human Rights Cities at the Human Rights Council
- 8 – 17 (Geneva), Human Rights Films Festival
- 11 (Grenoble), UCLG CISDP meeting “Cities in Transition; Welcoming Cities?” in the framework of Grenoble’s Biennale of Cities in Transition
- 21 (Brussels), European event on the Right to Housing
- 30 (Bangkok), One-day consultation on OHCHR Report on “Local Governments and Human Rights”
- 31 – April 1 – 2 (Medellín) Workshop on Slum Upgrading

April

- 3 – 5 (Buenos Aires), UCLG Culture Summit and Policy Councils
- 5 – 6 (Montevideo), UCLG Executive Bureau
May

- 20 – 22 (Tokyo), **U20 Summit**
- 24 (Nairobi), **Governing Council of UN Habitat and World Assembly**
- *(Geneva)* **Local government consultation on the OHCHR Report**

June

- **Early Summer (Palestine)**, **FALP Conference on Right to the City and Peripheral Local Authorities**

July

- 2 – 3 (Saint Denis), **International meeting of Inclusive and Solidary Olympic Games**
- 9 – 18 (New York), **HLPF on SDGs 4, 8, 10, 13 & 16**

September

- 17 – 20 (Córdoba), **5th World Forum on Local Economic Development**
- 24 – 25 (New York), **HLPF and UN General Assembly**
- *(Geneva)*, **UN SR Farha presents Report on the Right to Housing**
- 30 – 3 October (Gwangju), **World Human Rights Cities Forum 2019**
- *(Geneva)*, **Human Rights Council Resolution on “Local Governments and Human Rights”**

November

- 11 – 15, (Durban – eThekwini), **World Congress of UCLG**

December

- **Early December (Iztapalapa)**, **International Conference of the IOPD on the Right to the City, Participatory Democracy and Spatial Justice**